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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario: A NetScaler Engineer creates a new HTTP VServer using
the following command:
add lb vserver lb_test HTTP 172.20.10.85 80 -lbMethod
LEASTCONNECTION - persistencetype COOKIEINSERT -timeout 0
-authentication ON -cacheable YES During testing, the engineer
notices a cookie named NSC_iuuq2 with a value of:
ffffffff020a1d1545525d5f4f58455e445a4a423660
What is the purpose of this cookie?
A. It is used for persistence, describing the VServer ID,
Service IP and Service Port.
B. It is used for persistence, describing only the VServer ID
and Service IP.
C. It indicates that the client has NOT been authenticated.
D. It indicates that the client has been authenticated.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
View the exhibit.

As shown in the exhibit, with a wait Cycle of 2 and a Cancel
Cycle of 1, when will the alert be triggered by default?
A. 10 minutes
B. 1 minute
C. 2 minutes
D. 5 minutes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
VCN3O10CM is deployed on each server in the cluster, and is
divided into Master and slave roles at runtime.
Masters is the brain of the cluster, responsible for scheduling
decisions in the cluster, and S1ave is responsible for routing
status reporting and scheduling decisions Message.
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A
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